INVEST IN VIDEO CONFERENCING TECHNOLOGY
At North Main Systems, we’re helping organizations and government institutions leverage video
conferencing technology in innovative ways to save time, reduce costs, and operate more efficiently.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS
The real-world benefits and opportunities video conferencing creates are far too valuable to ignore.

USE CISCO VIDEO TO:
1

Lower
operational costs

Increase productivity
and efficiency through
more impactful meetings
and sharing capabilities

2

Improve
decision making

Make quicker decisions by
connecting face-to-face
with anyone and avoiding
miscommunications

3

Eliminate
distance

Bring people, customers,
and departments together
across distances as if they
were in the same room

4

Enable
innovation

Change or modernize the
way you deliver services to
create efficiencies while
saving both time and money

PROVEN CASES
The use cases for video conferencing are expanding into countless industries and institutions. These
are delivering both hard and soft benefits far beyond the lower travel costs historically associated
with video conferencing.

Courthouses and Jails

Healthcare

Schools

Limit the need to transport
inmates to courtrooms

Enable video visitation
of patients by loved ones

Create more engaging
classroom experiences

Call remote witnesses with
high-def video and sound

Connect patients to
specialists anywhere

Offer distance learning
programs to students

Connect law enforcement
to remote departments

Provide remote
consultations and
follow-up
Improve collaboration
within administration

Connect teachers
and administrators
throughout the district

B2B/B2C Business
Connect remote
employees to activities
and trainings
Streamline the hiring
and interview process
Grow your sales reach
and connect face-to-face
with customers anywhere

A SUCCESS STORY FROM ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
Although we’ve helped many types of organizations benefit from video conferencing, we’ve found that it
has had a major impact within our local counties.
A local county in Indiana
With Cisco WebEx video conferencing technology, we helped a local county implement
high quality video and sound in their jails and courtrooms to save time, money, and
increase safety for their citizens.

Less burden on
Sheriff’s office
resources

Improved safety
through less inmate
transportation

Lower costs and time
associated with court
proceedings

Improved ability
to connect with
remote departments

THE VALUE OF A PARTNER LIKE NMS
Video is becoming one of the next big disruptors. Let us help you be on the forefront with a
cost-effective solution that has the capacity to grow and scale along with your needs.
An honest, customer-first approach
Expertise and experience in a variety of industries
Security is a consideration in everything we do
Cisco Premier Partner
Certified Women’s Business Enterprise

VIDEO CONFERENCING CAN MAKE AN IMPACT FOR YOU!
Schedule a free consultation today. We’ll answer your questions, provide demos, and share how we’ve
helped organizations like yours save time and lower costs with video conferencing technology.
www.northmainsystems.com/contact

812-402-0300

